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Abstract

More recently, as part of the SyncFree project in the European
Seventh Framework Programme of which Basho is a participant,
there has been further addition to these distributed deterministic
programming models named Derflow [10]. Derflow provides a
similar programming model, but is built using the Erlang-based,
Dynamo-inspired [6], distributed systems toolkit, riak core. [2]
We explore the process of developing the reference implementation of Derflow while simultaneously integrating the reference
implementation with Riak to provide a new prototype query mechanism. We expose the ability for users to submit deterministic computations to the Riak data store, which are executed as values are
written, providing the user the ability to retrieve the computed results through a query API, similar to a materialized view mechanism as exposed by other commercial databases, such as CouchDB.
[7]
Our integration exploits the following properties of Riak and
Derflow:

Even with the upcoming 2.0 release, queryability of Riak [1], an
open source distributed database from Basho Technologies, remains an area for improvement. As of this release, Riak provides
three main mechanisms for executing queries across values stored
in the database: secondary indexing (2i), a MapReduce-like [5]
framework, and Yokozuna. However, all three have significant
drawbacks in terms of scalability and flexibility.
Secondary indexing offers the ability to tag objects as they are
written into the database with key-value pairs that can be used as
the basis for queries. However, the entire set of tags needs to be
specified every time the object is written, and tags are restricted to
range and equalities over strings and integers. In addition, there is
no mechanism for providing ad-hoc conjunctions or disjunctions.
Riak’s MapReduce-like framework, provided through an application called riak pipe, provides the ability to do on-demand,
scatter-gather queries, but requires re-evaluation of the whole input set even though there may be no changes for a phase, causing
increased cluster load.
Finally, Yokozuna provides an abstraction over distributed Solr,
but relies on a glue layer on top of Riak to interface with a JVM
running on each node, executing Solr queries across the cluster. As
of writing, it is still unclear how far this mechanism can be scaled,
and what penalty exists at scale when moving data between the Java
Virtual Machine and the Erlang runtime system.
Given these drawbacks, we have identified a series of desirable
properties for a future query mechanism for Riak. Specifically,
these are:

• Computations and their results are partitioned and replicated

along with their input data in the data store. This allows us to
provide highly-available results, which sacrifice harvest during
failure conditions. 1
• The partial results of computations can be combined determin-

istically, given the merge properties of state-based conflict-free
replicated data types.
The main contribution of this talk is an experience report from
the Basho engineering team that details the following:
• Assisting in the design and development of the Derflow library

• The ability for a user to submit a computation to the Riak clus-

on top of riak core.

ter, and have it performed in a highly-available, fault-tolerant
manner across the entire cluster.

• Adapting the research concept and reference implementation of

• An execution mechanism that can re-use and incrementally

• Contributing changes made to Derflow for use inside of Riak

Derflow into Riak.

update partial results, thereby alleviating the need to re-execute
the entire query across the cluster on repeated executions.

back to the reference implementation of Derflow.

• A query mechanism that reduces harvest while maintaining
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Recently, there has been a series of research efforts surrounding
the use of bounded-join semilattices, a generalization of state-based
conflict-free replicated data types (CRDTs) [9], as data structures
in new programming models to provide deterministic execution in
distributed scenarios. Two examples of this are LVars [8], providing deterministic execution across multiple threads in Haskell, and
Bloom [4], which provides deterministic execution across multiple instances of the Ruby virtual machine. In both these cases,
properties of the bounded-join semilattice, combined with monotone functions, assist in ensuring determinism, specifically handling cases of repeated updates and out-of-order updates.
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